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The Panofak3r ratio s  P W( 11+ p47T n)ICL)(Tf+ po ' + 

and the branching ratio 8 = W( 0+ d 	ii + n)/W ( jr+ d. 	+ 

have been measured by stopping flmesone  in Uquid kwdrogeri and Uquid 

deuteriun and detecting the gamma rays produced.0 A high resolution genam-

ray - spectrometer of the lOdegreefcusaing tre was éi1oye4. 8xt. 

aiz Geiger 'tubes and nine scinti ation counters were used in the 

speätrometer to define the electronpoaitron 01b its, providing an 

intrinsic instrument resolution of 08% The values obtained for the 

brsnchirg ratios are 

51 t  0.04 	and 

8 	3r3.6 

This value fox'? Is in goo4 agreement with that obtained in provtous 
meauxeaents while the value for 8 is signif icanthy larger than prevLous 

z'esults0 With regard to the conventional phenoxnanol.ogical analysis of 

Svave pion pIrstes, the Pan.of sky ratio is in good agreement whareaa the 

value obtained in this experiment for the branching ratio 8 is consi4erably 

larger than predicte& 
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I INTRODUCTION 1W]) PURPOSE 

When a 	meson comes to rest (3 < 0.01) in liquid 1rdrogen1  

	

nuclear capture occurs in approximately 10 	seconds through one of the 

following channels: 
V 	 rrp-1T° n 	 (i) 

+ U 	 (2) 
- 	+ 	 I 

17+P- e 	+n 

eaction (1), mesic capture, produces a 0.1 Mev neutron and a17 0  meson with 
-16 021. The lifetime fodecay of the IT °  is approximately 2 x 10 

seconds and leads to one of the following final states: 

n+  
z+ 	+e+ +e 	 (lb) 

•(:Lc) 

The branching ratio of the internal conversion reaction (Ib) to reaction 

(la) has been calculated by Joseph1  to be 0.00710.  Due to motion  of the 1T°  
the gamma rays emitted are uniformlr distributed in enerr between 54.75 and 

63.2 Mew. 

Reaction (2), radiattve capture, yields an 6.9 MóvneutrQn and a 
monoenergetic gaimna ray of 12904  Hey. Reaction (3) corresponds to internal 

conversion of this gamma ray. The branching ratio 	is calculated as 
0.01196. 

It is customary to define the Panofalcy ratio, P, as the branching 
ratio between the mesie capture and radiative capture reaction rates Irith.,  

out regard for the low yield Internal conversion processes, i.e. the ratio 
, which in practice has generally meant 	. iioweyer, it is more 

appropriate to define as the ratio of the rate for all atrong1r interacjn 

channels to the rate for all channels which are electromagnetic in origin ' 
i.e.: 

(1) 	(la) +(lb) 	 (k) P 	 (21) + (3) 

Since the znennaz' of definition can lead to a difference of 1% in quoted value, 

we choose to give our results for? in terms of () above. 
When /7 masons come to rest in d.eutevium the following nuclear 

reactions occurs 
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() 
 

 

Reaction () yields monoenergetio neutrons of 67.3 MeY. The radiative 

capture reaction (6) produces gmrnna rays with a distribution of energies 

ranging from 0 to 131.5 Mev which is peaked near the high energy end as 

a result of the n..n interaction. Reaction (7), ntesic capture, gives a 11°  

meson with P ranging irom 0 to 0.12 which results in gena rays distributed 
in enerr between 60 and 76 Mew. 

In their original experiment Panof sky at al .2  stoppedIf 

in both hydrogen and deuterium and detected the nuclear gamma rays with a 

pair spectrometer. in addition to measuring the Panof sky ratio,, they also 

obtained values for the d.euterium ratios S and R. defined aa 

W(17+d-n+n) 
6= 	

'77-+ d 	n + n 
+ Y)  and (8) 

,77+ d - n + n 
- 	 - 	

a 	 (9) 
ff+d.fl+fl+') 

Since this initial work several a4ditional measurements, of the Panof sky 

ratio have been ptthlisbed.3 11  A list of these, the method employed and 
the values obtained are given in Table 1. Previous mea .rements of 8 and 

are listed in Table 2. 

Anderson and Ferm115  first pointed out that the:  PW2OfskJ ratio 

serves as a connecting link between reactions in pionnuc1eon scattering 
16 

and pion photoproducti.on. Brueckner, Serber, and Watsozoompletod..the 

scheme outlined in Figure 1 by relating the d.euteriun ratio S to pion 

production in nucleon-nucleon coUtsiona and to the other interactions. 
In the figure, reactions 'dei'otect with the etibacript b indicate bound state 

capture while those which have been measured at positive energies and 

extrapolated to threshold are underlined. These relationships provide a 
means of checking the internal consistency of a large body of knov3.ede 

	

in low enerr pion physics. 	., . 	 . 

For the . scheme outlined in Figure 1 to be applicable it is 

necessary to know for the bound atate reactone from what angular momentum 

states nuclear capture occurs. In the past most sna3ses have been made 

MA 
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Noitenclauro 

b(17+ d+ 2n) 
T1(n+p_l+ n ) 

+n7i+p) I 
+ 	+ n) .4hxO8hold, 

C.I. = Charge indepernlcn.áe 

D.B. = Detailed belancing 

b 	d+ 2n) 

	

t0(7 + p'+ n) 
	

P 

T Pion Production in Nucleon 
Nucleon C011ie ton 

eT(p + p4774+d) 

charge eynietry 

cr(n + n.7(+ d) 
D.B. 

7+d2n) 

Wb ( 77+ d.  2n) 

4(Tt; p..iT °+ 

D.B.  

Q('+n+7T+p) 

PionmNucleon 
I Scattering cr( a' d# ir:F 2n) Cr( ' + p7T n)  

j
ion PbotoPz4oduction] 

Z'ig. 3. Pliomezio3.ogtcal outline of 8!Pvave pion phy*4ca. 
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on the baes of capture from the 18 state of the mesic atom. The mechsilsm 

for formation of the mesic atom was assumed to be as described, by Wight-

mon.17  Iowever, a recent measurement of the nuclear capture time in 

hydrogen by FieJ4s et eL indicates that this previous description of 

the formation process is not completely correct and that capture does not 

toke place from the 18 orbit. Although at the present time no direct 
experimental measurement has defined the states from which capture does 

occur P  recent work by G. A. Snor, 19  useell and Sbaw, 20  and Day, Snow, and 

Suc)1er21  offers an explanation of the problem in terms of .  S-wave capture 

from higher n states of the mesic atom. 
If it is assumed that capture does occur predominately from S 

statos, the ratios P and S can be expressed as follows: 

4 fl 
I
vo Qj'/M)2  (a3 

.9R q 	(1 +A/24)2 a-('+ p.jj' • + xi) 

1 ____ 	q-(p+p.+77+d 
S WTB 1+jr,ra 

1ere Lt. and M. are the pion an& nucleoA rest nassea,.a 3  and 81 are the 8.. 

wave scattering lengths for isotopic spin states 3/2 and 1/2, respectiv'ci..y, 

V0  is the 11 °  velocity relative to the neutron for the charge exchange re-

action in hydrogen, while q and q are incident c .m. 17 momenta for the 

reactions in byd.rogen and douterium. In addition, T'= T )Øli( 0 )I /10D( 0 i 

where 	enci ØD(o) are the wave functions for the respective hydrogen 

and d.euteriijm mesic atom states from which capture occurs, both evaluated 

at the position of the nucleus. T and R are defined in Pigure 1. These 

àquations follow from the relationships in Figure 1 and have been discussed 
A simple derivation is presented in Appendix A. 

SInce Anderson and Fermi first published their paper, d.iacx'epanciea 

between the calculated Panof sky ratio, Equation (10), and the measured value 

have stimulated a. large amount of Vork both experimental and theoretical. 

At various times several different suggestions were off ered. to explain these 

dIscrepancies, including vo1ation of charge independence in the pion-

nucleon system22  and oven the existence of a new particle. 23  flowever, due 

largely to the theoretical work of Baldin,23  Clxii, Gatto, Goidvasser, and 

25  Rud.erznan,2 and Iamilton and Woodcock pins more preøise determinations 

(10) 

(u) 

IN 
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of the Panofskr ratio, no serious discrepancies now seem to exist. 

The chain of reactions in denterium shown In Figure 3. provides 

an independent cheek on the results in )idrogen. Because of the relative-

ly large uncertainties in previous measurements of S and in knowledge of 

V 
	 the ratio T, this check has not been waxy useful. 

In this experiment we have remeaeured both the Panofskr ratio P 

and the deuteriuxa rabio S. Together with a recent more accurate evelua 

tion of T all three legs of the scheme outlined in Figure 3. are now 

believed to be known with comparable accuracr. In Table 3 the calculated 

and measured value of. P and S are compared. 



M. 

IL XPERENTAL )4ETflOD 

tJneèrtanty in previous measurements of the Penofsk7 ratio has 

been due to statistcB as well as the inility of the detection apparatus 

to adequete1y resolve the low and high enerr gamma roys involved. Con-

sidering this and the fact that we also wished to determine the spectrum 

of gamma roya from the deuterium reaction with good resolution, a gamma-

ray pair spectrometer was selected, The spectrometer is of the 180-degree-

focussing type and is discussed in detail in Section III. 

Pnof sky Ratio 

If a large number of ii mesona stop in hy3.rogen, the Panof sky 

ratio is equal to the ratio of the nuner of xnesic capture reactions to 

the number of radtativo capture reactions which occur. Let N 
be the number of gamma rays from each of these reactions, respectively, 

which strfle the converter of the spectrometer. If no losses occur in the 

target then the Panof sky ratio can be written as 

__ 	
(12) 

where the 2 compensates for the two gamma rays produced in the mesie 

capture reaction. With the pair spectrometer these numbers are determin-

ed by detecting the electron-positron pairs produced in the converter. 

Detection efficiency versus enerj for the pair spectrometer is 

triangar in shape with maximum efficiency at the mean enerr E and with 

energy width (1 + 1/2)E. 1)ue to these conditions the Panof sky ratio can 

be measured with optimum efficiency by using two different mean enerj 

settings of the spectrometer, one corresponding to the energy of the 

radiative capture gamma ray, the other to the mid-point enerr of the 

distribution of mesic capture gamma rays. A special characteristic of 

the 1800  design in regard to electron scattering (see paragraph Xlt-D) 

makes this quite attractive since accurate calculations of absolute 

scattering losses are not necessary if the converter thicknesses are 

appropriately chosen 
For a fixed magnetic field setting the present spectrometer is 

capable of detecting the gamma rays from both reactions but With reduced 

efficiency. 
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It Was decided to make two indapQfldsut measurements, one with 

a single fixed field, the other using two dtferent fields. For the 

three tie)4 settings the converter thicknsse5 were chosen such that 
scattering losses were equaL1zd. Thereby, an absolute comparison of 
the gamma-ray yield at 4ifterent magnetic fields 

for each of the two 
reactions prøvided a rigorous 

check of the pair 5pectrometer.  
Deuteriuni Ratio 6:. 

If a large number, N, of17 -mesons stop in bydrogen and the same nwrer in deuterium, we can write 	- 

N N1( 	-*°+ n). ± N2. ( 	+ p 	+ n) 

	

17+ d - n + n)+ N (j( 	
(ii)

+ a - 	+ 	) 

where N1 , N
20  N 3 , and N4  are the nun%ers of interactions which occur in 

the respective channels. (The small contributions from internal conversion 
processes va-oe neglected.) Since P NI and s 

	

 
can be restated as: 	

, Equation (13) 

	

N2 	 N1  

PN2  + N2 	8114 .4- 
114 	or 

N2 

• (1)4) 1 4  

Since there is one gamma rey  emitted in each of these radiative capture 

	

reac'tjon, then, if N 	and N 	are the number of gamma rays iri°idønt 
on the spectrometer converter from the respective reactions, S can be 
expressed as 

(i) 

Hence, this ratio can be deternined using the measurd value for the 
' Poriofcky ratio and Couniing only the radiative capture gamma rays from 

hydrogen and deuterjum. 



III. ZPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT 

A. Equmat Set 

Arrangeinet of the expertuental equipment In the meson beam 	IN 

cave of, the 184-iricb Syncbro-cyclotron is ehown in Figure 2. The 

meson beam 11 produced in a Be target boitharded in the cyclotron. Leaw. 
tug the vacuum tank by a thin window, the beam passes through an 8inoh 
diameter quadrapole dotiblet and an 6-foot diameter iron coUimating 
wheel with a 5-inch square aperture. The beam is reduced in energy by 
passing through an a].uminum degrader, the thickness of whtch Is chosen 
so that the masons stop in the liquid hydrogen or deuterium flask. 

A traction of the gwma rays, produced by n masons interacting 
In the liquid hydrogen, pair produce in the converter of the pair spec-
trometer,. M2, and the resui.ttng electron-positron pairs are detected. 

Lead bricks forming a 6-inch 8cjuare coUixaatl.ng hole near the 
hydrogen target shield, the converter from view of all pozi4oás , the 
target except the flack. The auall magnet M1  is employed to sweep away 
Charged particles which might otherwise enter the spectrometer entrance 
channel. In addition, a 1-foot thick concrete and eteel shielding weU. 
is located between the hyttrogen target and the spectrometer in order to 
reduce background at the spectrometer. 

B. Meson Beam Monitoring and Optimization 

Two separate beam znonitoring systems were used. One, an ton 

chamber, was loàated near the cyclotron vacuum tank inside the shielding 
wall and the ton current was continuously monitored. The other, a 
ray telescope, was located below the hydrogen target. Refer to Figure 4 •  

A coincidence between scintillation counters 2, 3,. and 4 combined with no 
count in counter 1 indicated pair conversion of a gamma roy in the 1/4" 

load plate.. The counting rate is proportional to the rate of stopping 
mesonB. 

The rate of masons stopping in the target was maximized by 
suitably locating the internal cyclotron target, selecting optimum cotl 

currents in the focussing qzadrapole, and choosing the optimum aluminum 

degrader thicknesa See Figure 2. Counting rates of the ginms-rey 
telescope described in the preceding paragraph were monitored durng 
this procedure. 



/1'  Internal 	-I ---' 
proton 	 \7r Mesons 

beam 
\ 

Collimator wheel 

A 

Aluminum degrader 

_7 ION  beneath 7. .. . 

02 target 	c3 

flask 
Counter 

Spectrometer 
magnet coils 

Pole tip 

Magnet yoke 

Shielding iron  

Shielding concrete  

Lead collimators ______ 

MUB-85 

Fig. 2. Equipment set-up in the meson-beam cave of the 
184" Synchrocyclotron. 
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Figure 3 shows the measured gaxrima-ray telescope counting rate 

versus degrader tbckness with hydrogen in the target. The large peak 

in the curve is due to gaia rays produced by nuclear reactions of- stopped 

flThnesons. The aluminum degrader thickness determined from this curve 

(5-5/8 inchea) was used throughout the experiment., 	
cJ 

Tiyd.rogen and Deuteriuin Targets 

A schematic draving of the targets and target support ing stand 

is shown in Figure . The targets were rigidly mounted on a carriage on 

which four flanged wheels engaged with a set of parallel rails near the 

top of the supporting stand. The carriage was moveable by band to allo'w 

positioning either of the target flasks in the bean path Mechanical 

stops and clamps were used to hold the carriage securely in place 

A schematic d.iagri showing the target flask, - heat - shield, and 

outer vacuum jacket is shown in Figure 5 Both the hydrogen and d.euterium 

targets are of identical design. The flask shape is cylindrical. 'with a 

and 10-inch average length. It is contoured on each end 

or strength and Thbrlcated from 0.010 inch njlar. Bnds of the beat 

shield are covered by 0.00025 inch alumini7ed mylar while the outer 
11 

vacuum jacket is spun aluminum 0.035 inches thick. Not shown in the 

figure'. are 3/8 inch stainless steel fill tubes which.prq rigid1y coimecte& 

the,' flask - by contoured 'washers and nuts. - 

Although the lead collimator shields the pa.r speitrorieter from 

gazina rays originating in the aluminua degra1or, the copper beat shield, 

and other portions of the X. target, a section of the hydrogen flU lines 

is. Ivisbole.. However, since 'only a. feW percent of the tncoming jr meson, 

beam 'intercept these parts and also since all gamma rats detected 'with the 
'target empty can be attributed to reactiona in the residual H2  gas, no 

appreciable influence on the ratios-being measured seems possible. 

In od.er to guard against oontsmination.of the liquid hydrogen, 

transfer of the hy&rogeu from dewar to target was accomplished using 

hydrogen gas hi5er pressure. 	 - 	- - 

The Gamna ray Pair Spectrometer 	 - 

A top view of the spectrometer with the u.pper half of the electro 

magnet removed, is shown in Figure 6. In this drawing the aluminum rack 
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4 	 5 	 6 	 7 

Degrader thickness (inches of Al) 

MU — 2 4 8 4 0 

Fig. 3. Mthii±or telescope counting rate vs energy degrader 
thickness. 
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Fig. 4. Schematic drawing showing H 2  and D2  targets and 
supporting stand. (Monitor telescope also shown.) 
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Magnet 

yoke 

- 	 Aluminum support 

Plate S  

Light guides from ..__-"lagnel pole-tip edges 	
Light guides from 

scintillatorS 	 scintillators 

Counter 	 Counr 

tube support frame 

— Energy degrader (Al) 

Energy degrader C Pb) 

Light guide 

from converter 	 Magnet 

sciotillotor 	 yoke 

0 	6 	12 

I 
7 ray 

Fig. 6. Top view of spectrometer with upper half of electro-
magnet, yoke removed. 
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• which supports the Geiger tubes is ant awsy to afford an unobstrwted viev 
of the detecting array. 

Gaxwa rays enter the epectro eter. through a 6aineh z 7.inch hole 

in the electromagnetoke and pair produoe in the converter. The electron 

and positron produced are turned in a circular path by a uniform magnetic 

fICld perpendicular to the plane of the drawing and detected at the 3.800  

position. An army of 33 geiger tubes on each tiid.e of the converter plus 
nine seintlUation counters served to detect the parttc].ea and to determine 

the sum of their energies. 

The distance between the centers of the detection region on both 

aides of the converter is 32 inches. As will be described later, overlap 

of the Geiger tubes gives a 0.25-j.noh  channel width. Together these 

dimensions define an jntr1nió instrument resolution: at 0.8%9 

1. General Features of the 1809  Design 

The principles of the 3.80°  pair spectrometer were first discussed 

by Walicer and McDaniel29  and applied, to an instrument with an enerr range 

of 5 to 40 Mew. Later, Kuebmex', Merrison, and Tornubene 6  used this type 

of design in a previous measurement of the Panofsky ratio 

The important characteristics of the 180 9  design are d.escrfted 

in the i'oflowing paragraphs 
Energy determination and lateral width focussing. For a particle of charge 

e and momentum p moving in a uniform magnetic field. B, the eLuatiou  of 

motion is 
Be (3.6) 

.0 

where 	is the radius of curvature and c the velocity of lighto For a 

relativistic electron p z E end hence, 

Be 
• 	(3.7) 

Nov if an electron and positron of total enerr if' and 3 .respcti.vsIr, 
are produced in the converter, we can write 

•('+') 	(i1" + 

or 	

+ E 	2 (+ 	 (18) 

Therefore, the total ectron-pottron pair ener'f is proportional to 
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the distance between orbits at the 1800  position and independent of the 

horizontal position of pair creation in the converter. This latter 

property is termed lateral width focussing. 

180°  focusing. Varioue factors cause the pair medbere to emerge from 

the converter with angular displacements from the normal. In the spec. 

trometer d.eacribed here multiple scattering is most important with minor 

contribution due to angular affects and the pair creation process. In 

the 3.800. design horizontal displacement of the pair merbers at the focus 

line due to their angular displacements at the converter  are minimized 

because of focussing to first order in the angle. 
Enerr independence of scatteringlosse8. If the projected scattering 
angle on leaving the converter is süfficientl) large, an electron will 
not intercept the detectors at the 180 °  position. This will be referred 
to as 'scattering out' or 'scattering loss', 	If 	is the rms projedt 
ad scattering angle and t the converter thickness, o(' can be written as 

42&C !()  

where C is a constant and the function t(t) is defined in Appendix B. Nov 

the orbital path length for an electron moving from converter to detector 

is 17(' and bene the vertical displacement Ii at the detector for an 

electron with angle (! Is 

b lire :' e 	
r(t) 	, 	(20) 

Eence, the vertical displacement is independent of B, and therefore the 

'scattering losses' are independent of B, Equation (20) also indicates 

that for different values of D the thickness t can be appropz'iate1r chosen 

such that these losses are equalized. 

2. The Magnetic ioU 

It is an obvtou8 calculatiorial advantage for a pair • spectrometer 	
a 

to have a uniform magnetic field such that particle orbits are circular 

arcs. Also, because of linitationa on the range of gmna rey energea 

detectable with such an instrument (in this case (3. + 1/2) B for a mean 

ener' B), it is necessary to operate at various magnetic field settings 

if measurement of a broad gaznrna-rny spectrum is desired, For a meaeure 

merit of the Panof sky ratio the detection efficiency is optimized. If 

measurements are me4e at two mean energy setings correspond.iug to te 
radiative capture gamma-ray peek end the central energy of the IT °gamma 

ray distribution. 
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For these reasons a program of magnetic field measurements and 
shiImtng the spectrometer magnet was undertaken. The pole tip and shim 
configuration adopted to shown in Fig. . Thin pole tip surface ihine, 
not shown in the figure, were used In the deuterium ratio measurement to 
provide a more uniform field. 

The magnetio field Oettinga B used in this experiiient aret 
B(gaw 	 Application 
5,38 

 

Panorsky ratio 

8,235 

 

Panof skr i'atio 
11 0 013 	 Panof sky ratio 

10,500 	 Deuteriun ratio 

Magnetic field contours for the nagnat at these field settings are shOwn 
in gu.ee 8,. 90 and 10 where the values given z'epreeeut the field 
averaged over a 5 inOh deep region centered about the median $an, 

For the least Un foruz field, B 11,013 gauss., ce1culatons 
indicated that the mazimu enerr shift due to field. variations eaounti 
to ( 0.25%. This has been cOnfirmed by comparing the position of ,  the 
radiattve capture Uize for B 10,300 and B = U,013 geuss. 

3. Convertera 

A converter aasemb1r is shown in Fig. U. The lead converter 

is mounted on a 0.060-inch lucite hacking with plastic tape. Beall lucite 
ciampi mountöd on the top surface of a 0.060-inch äliuninurn plate atgidir 

support the converter perpendicular to the pi.ate. Blots in a net of 
paraUsl guide raUi accept 'the edges of the aluminum plate while a 

position stop determines the deiiz'ed location of the front edge ct the 
plate. t'Iith this arrangement the convertOr could be located to within 

0,015 inch of the desired lo ation and cOnvOrter asseuliea could be 
rapid3y interchangedo 

esidea the lead and lucitabacking, the converter .cintiUation 
counter also forms pert of the converter 4rstem. Rowever, the effective 

thickness for pi4z' produätion in the àcnverter counter is not known. The 

manner in which the data is treated to account for this is die seed in 
paragraph VI.C. 

Characteristics and applications of the various converters used 

in this experineni are described inThble 4. 

14' Counters 
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The counter detection system consisted of 66 Geiger tubes end 
9 scintillation counters arranged as shown in Figure 12. A coincidence 
between the gate counters (scintluatora 1, 2-N, and 3P) indicates the 
detection of an electron-positron pair created in the converter. The 
total enerr of the pair is determined by those Geiger tubes, and scintilla.. 
tion counters, -N through 9-?, which fire in coincidence with the gate 
counters. The scintillation counters served as a check on the Geiger tube 
system and helped to define events when extra Geiger tubeS fired. 

Geier tube arrengement. The Geiger tubes employed. (Viótoreen type 3385) 
are cylindrical in shape with a 0.750-inch diameter outez 4  aluminum shell 
of thickness 0.007 inches. A fine 0.002-inch wire along the axis of the 
cylinder forms the anode. 

The present tube arrangement has been used previously, 30  By 
• overlapping tubes and z'equiring a coincidence for the overlap: channels, 

• a channel width 'of 0.250 inchea is provided. In order to increase the 
active area of the channels, pairs of Geiger tubes were arranged parallel 
end to end to provide a total active length of nearly 5 inches. A a ide 
view of the counter array is shown in Figure 13. Vertic4 ove4ap was 

• employed to compensate for the reduáod efficiency near the tube end, The 
posit±ons of the tubes were known to within 0.035 inch. 

Identically nuabered. tubeø in Figure 12 define a pair of parallel 
tubes which form a part of the same onerr channels and are connected 

• electrically to the sane 1ead Each tube nuber N identifies the radius 
of an electron orbit which passes through the tube center and the 

center of the converter, perpendicular to it. For the left bank (electron 
side) 	 and for the right bank (positron side) 

Hence, the total distance 2( f + ) between a pair of electron and 
positron. channels, which is related: to the total pair energy by Ejuation 
(18), is just 	 + - 

+ 	
N -N B 
	E)  

For the overlap channels, p and. N refer to the average of the nuubers 
•id.entifying the two overlappea tubeø. 
F,cintiflatjon counters. Dimensions of the nine actntillatjon counters 
are given in Table 5. Cou.utez'G 2..N and 3...? are composed of tapered pieces 
of, plastic seintiustor and lucite bonded together with Epon to form a 
uniform 0.500-inch thick stri?. The piece of scintillator ranged. in 
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thicknesa from 0.25 inches at the end closest to the phototube to 0.4 

Inches at the opposIte end. This design was incorporated to reduce the 

variation in pulse height with distance from the phototube and hence to 
insure that the detection efficiency was independent of electron energy. 

Counters 4-N through 9-.P form a complete separate system for 

defining the energy channels, with a resolution of 6%. !owever, the use-
fulneso of this system was limited due to the relatively large efficiency 

(5 to 10%) for detecting Cerenkov radiation in the lucite stripe. 

Counter Efficiency. The me variation in efficiency of the Geiger tubes 

used in the present eqeritnent has been determined to be approximately 1%. 

The absolute efficiency as determined from the results of the present 
experiment is beten 65 and 90%. Calculations indicate that the absolute 

efficiency should be nearly 100% however, tube end effects may cause 

this difference. 

By observing which channel ecinttUaton counters tire when 
specific Geiger channels fIre for the present set-up, it was determined 

that the efficiency f or each scintillator channel (Ester to Figure 12) 

was  

E. Electronics 

A schematic drawing shoving the electronics and related data 

recording intruientatjon Is shon in FigtLre 14, 
A coincidence event (B, C O  2), i) in the coincidence unit W-1 

signifies a geimna ray has actuated the gamma-ray monitor telescope. This 

counting rate is monitored by scalers 8.1(a) and 8-10). 

The function of the remaining circuitry is to detect and 1r41. 

cats photographIcally those Geiger tubes and those scintillation counters, 

4-N through 9-P, which fire aiinui.taneously with the three gate counters 

(1, 2-N, and 3P). Detection of a coincidence between the gate counters 

in the fast coincicIónce unit W-3 triggers the &Lucrixninator BW-2. The 

fast output pulse actuates the gate generator G and also serves as one 

input to each of the 2$old coincidence circuits w.J4 through Ww9. 

e1ative time delays in the system are adjusted so that, if any 

of the spectrometer channel counters, 	jgh 9-P, fire aimultaneQuely 

with a coincidence of the gate counters, the corresponding coincidence 

units are triggered. These 2-fold coincidence events provide inputs to 

corresponding units of the "amplifier and pulse generator". Each of the 

64 pair of parallel Geiger tubes is also connected to the input of one of 

these units. 

A 20-volt, 5 - see pulse from the gate generator, 0, provides 
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• a clew coincidence between the gate countera and the channel defining 

• counters in the "amplifier and pulse generator" unite. A.  neon IaAV is 

located in the output circuit of each unit. These lamps, vben fired 

indicate coincidence events and are ph tographtcaU recorded. 

The camera is a 35 mm Dumont typemodtfieit to include an auto' 

matic film a4vance mechanism which is actuated by the gate VUSO IOW 

• intensIty lights within the hod insured firing of, the neon lamps Vhen 

voltage was applied. 
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IV. IXPER111ENTAL PROCEDURE 

Throuhout the Panof sky ratio measurement the h.yctroge* target was 
• 

	

	clauped firmly in position. Cyclotron runs were made with various combine,o 
tions of spectroneter converters and magnetic fields.as iricUcated Lu T1e 

• 	6. Panof sky ratios I and II refer to the two independent measurements per. 
formed as deserthed. in Section II, one utilizing a f1e& mgnetio field. 
(II) and the other, two different fields (I). The runs with converter.out 
determined the effect of the oonverter counter. Additional baàkgrcvund 
measurements not indicated in the table were made with the convertemboth 
in and out but with the hydrogen removed from the flask. In order to ltelp 
cancel systematic monitoring and background effects due to cyclotron opera. 
tion a large number of individual runs were performed (130) altez'nating 
between the various magnetic field and converter combinations. 

During measurement of the deuterium ratio S, runs with the hydroo 
gen and cleuteriuxa targets were alternated. Nearly 20 onehour runs were 
performed with each target. Magnetic field and converter combinations ar 
shown in the table. 

Prequent checks were made to ensure that the equipment vai opera. 
ting properly. AU magnet currents and counter voltages were inspected 
every few hours. A closed circuit T.V. system permitted continuous monitors'. 
ing of the hydrogen and deuterium target gauges. Similarly, visual 
presentation on a wall recorder of the output from the ion chamber monitor 
provided a continuous check on the cyclotron beam. In addition, the ecLui. 

ment was pulsed through several times during the experiment to make sure 
the timing had not changed or components had not failed. 

Gamma-ray Yield vdropnDeneit 

In order to correct for the difference in stopping power between 
the liquid. hydrogen and deuterium, a measurement of gamma-ray yield YSi 

hydrogen density was performed. Changes in density were made by aLtering 
the pressure in the hydrogen flask. The minimum and maxinwa pressures 
attained were 3 pain and 30 psia, corresponding to a change of hydrogen 
density from 67 to 75 gm/liter. Values of density were determined by, 
temperature measurements. 

A copper-constantart thermocouple was used 1' or the temperature 
measurements. One junction was located near the bottom of the hydroen . 

target while the reference junction was located in a liquid N2  bath. 
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Voltage measurements were made with a Leed' a and Northrup IC.i2 potentiometer.. 

With thia system the temperature could be determined to within 0.2 of a 

degree. 

The teat equipment used is shown in Figure 35. To acquire 

pressures above atmospheric the reservoir-flask wi-stem was closed off 

and the pressure aUowed to rise. A relief vale set for 1 pig was 

provided tto retain the pressure at a set value until temperature equilibrium 

was established. tovever, because of the Blow rate of pressure increase, 

approximate temex'ature equilibrium was constantly maintained; hence 

measurements were made at severs), different pressures. Measurements com-

aisted Qf simulteneous recordings of the ga2Tma-ray monitor rate and the 

thermocouple voltage. For pressures below atmospheric the vacuum pump 

was connected directly to the hydrogen systemo Measurements were performed 

as before for several pressures below atmospheric. 
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v SPECTEO4E1ER REsowrIoN AIID DETECTIOI EFFICIENCI 

Asewna a gama rar selected, at random from a spectrum with energy 

LictributoA I(E) is incident on a converter of thickness T. Then the 

probability that a pair is produced and detected with total enerr between 

E and E+ A E can be written as 

~Ear
(E) E= 	(T) s(T,n) 

	
I(E) r(Eè,)dEi 	E 	or 	(22) 

P(E) LE 	'(T) 5(r,B) 
	

x(B y  )R (E?r,E)dE, 	(E) AE 	(23) 

where '(T) is the probability for pair production in the converter aver. 

aced. over the spectrum of incident energies, s(T,B) is the probability 

that the vertical positions for both particles at the 180
0  point of their 

orb its are 'within the detector vertical limits, r(E y  ,E) and R(E, ,) are 

resolution functions, and é (E) is defined as the lateral detection 

effiiency. The integration ecends over all gaxiuna-rai energies occurring 

in the distribution i( 	) These equations are derived In AppendiX C. 

The function r(E' ,E) describes the energr distribution of pairs for which 

both particles enter the detector region, while R(E ,) gtves the corn-

plate ener' distribution of pairs emerging from the converter. The 

efficiency e (E) compensates for this difference and upeQifies the fraction 

of pairs with total energy E for which both particles enter the lateral 

limits of the detectors. 6 (E) can be written for a fixed 	as 

r(E,E) 	 (24) 
E,E 

Due to the counter geometry and the thin converters employed, in 

the present experiment (iii) can be determined to withiA a few percent of 

its true value by geometry considerations alone. 

The Eceolution Function R(E 	) 

This function io defined as 

.p(E ,E0) jT w(E ,t,B)$ 1  F(E ,t,E0 ,E1 ) 

x F ' (E _E0 ,t,E-1 1 ) dE dt dEQ 	 , 	 (25) 
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there the integrations extend over all values of 
E 
 the Initial and final 

electron energies,E and FI , and for whjch So ~' R(E, ,E)dE = 1. The 
I'unction p(E ,E0 ) denotes the iribution of electron energies 
occurring in pair production and is shown in Figure 16 for a gata-ray 
enerr of 129 Miev. The function w(E ,T,B) serves to veight slices of 
the converter with respect to pair poduetion yield and to scattering 

• 

	

	lessee. For given initial particle energies sad position in the converter 

the functions F and F describe the dl.stribution in final electron and 

• 

	

	positron energies, E1  and E-E1  , upon leaving the converter. These 
]atter functions include contributions to the enerj loss due to 
bremastrablung (or raxlistion straggling) and ionization as well as the 
line broadening due to the Geiger te channel width. In the calculation 
or the resolution these three effects have been treated separately and 

the resulting distributions folded together. For the channel width 

contrjbutjon this procedure is exact since the energy width of all channels 

is the same due to the uniform magnetic field. Separate treatment of the 
radiation and ionization effects is also a good approximation since the 

ionization energy lose for relativistic electrons is nearly independent of 

energy while the radiation losses change veiy little over a range of 

particle energies conparoble to the average l.onization loso in the con-
verters used. 

The channel wl.dtb distribution was calculated by folding together 
two uniform distributions both of energy width egua.t to a gel.ger channel, 

one corresponding to the electron sida of the spectrometer, the other to 

the posl.tron aide. The result of this fo]4 is an equilateral trl.angle 

with base width eqal to the sum of the channel widths and is shown in 

Figure 17 for .a magnetic field setting of 11,013 gauss. 

For ionization energy losses the Lsrxd.au3 ' distribution was' used 

with the moat probable energy loss corrected for the density effect as 

described, by Sternhei.mer 32  and exerimentaUy verified by Hudson. 33  

Since the ionl.zation enerr loss for a relativistic electron 

is nearly independent of initial partl.ole energy, the distribution 

function t ox' the total energy loss by both pair rneera is obtained by 

averaging the told of the electron and poal.tron distributions Over the 

converter thickness. Ioyevex', in this case the fold for a given thick-
nose is eq,uivalent to the distribution resulting from a single particle 

traversing twice that thickness. This is proven in Appendix D. Therefore 
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the ionization energy bee 4iotribution for the pair 1aa calcu1tet1 b. 

averaging the Landau distribution for an electron over twice the thick.4 

nose of the' aàtual converter. In the averaging process the tails âf the 
tendau djtribut1on for each converter slice inre extended to an enerr 

such that in the averaged distribution less than 1,% of the pairs bad 

energies lower than thie 

The ae.raged distribution for ionization. losses in àonverter 

P3 is shosn in Figure 13. 

The radiation straggling distributions for, electrons and positrons 

were &mxputed uabig the sum of the Oross sections for breinestrablung in 
the field of the nucleus a.a derived. by Bethe, Davies, and Mavirno 	and 

in the fie)A of the atomic electrons as given by Whee1er..Lsmb. 3  To ob- 

tain the integrated radiation straggling as a function of total pair energy 

the individual electron and pstron radiation d.tetributiouo were integrated 
over final electron enor, converter thickness, and initial electron 
energy as indicated in Equation (25).  The IE34 709 computer was progranvaed 

for this calculation. An explanation of the computational procedure is 

given in Appendix E. 

The integrated ra&iatton straggling distribution for converter 

?..3 and a gomnaray energy of 129 Hey is showa in Figure 19. 

I.teraj Detection Benc • 	 ______ 

For smplic±ty it is assumed that there Is no scattering in the 
converter, The lateral detection efficiency 6 (B) is then the fraction 

of pairs produced with energy B which enter the detector region. For an 
ext emely tin, converter in which the electron and positron essentiall7 

lose no enerjp the total pair energy is eua.l to the incident g8mma*rer 

energy and hence the efficiency (E) is determined enUre3.y by the  pair 

• iraguont energy distribution runction p(E ,E 0) and the geometry of the 

spectrometer. The values of this function for the range of particle 

• energies detected by the spectrometer are quite close to the average 
value. Refer to Plaure 16. Therefore #  it a uniform distribution is 

assumed for p(F' ,E), the detection efficiency can be determined to 

within a few percent from the spectrometer geometry by the equations 

'(E) 	 where B 	+ B and. 	 (26) 

and 

where B 	+ 	and 	 (27) 
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for which E, E, E, and E 	are the energies of the minimum 

7 

and maximim orbits oriinatirig at the converter center, 

Pairs produced in a thick' converter by gamma rays of some 
arbitrary fixed ,enort' 	will emerge from the converter with a distribu- 
tion of cnergjee E 6 E 4  • The efficiency (E) for detecting these palia, 
howcver, viii. not in general, be the same as for pairs produced by gamma 

rays of energy E in an extremely thin converter o  This is because the 

efficiency is determined both by the pair fragment enery distribution 

for the incident gaamna ray and by the distribution of erter' losses for 

the electron and positron, 'ovever for the converters used in the experi 

mont and the ga ray energies involved, theefficiency &'(E) as 

determined from Euat1ons (26)'. and (27) stiU differs by only a few percent 
from the correct values obtained from Equation (2 11), Because of this and 
since the correct efficiency 4 (E) is dependent upon gamma-ray er1exr, 

'(E)wasused to correetto the first approximation the measured data 

for the energy dependence of the detection system. 

The energy dependence of the measured spectra fld(AE) for a 

monoenergetic gamma ray should be equivalent to the calculated spectra 

r(E ,E). flencø, if Nd is the nmer of pairs detected over a given energy  
intervl and. corrected for the enerr dependence of the detection system 

with the efficiency 6 '(E),. we can write 

Nd 	 ,E)I. (28) 

Since the correct expression is 

[Ndj 

(29) 
we obtain by forming the rat,o of these expressions 
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• 	
B (E 	,i)L 	• • 	. 

["d] 	 (30) 

wh1h specifies the ô.orrcctión factor to 

For the moneriergetic rcLdiative capture gsnma rays from 

hythogen both functions r(E y  ,E) and R(E y  E) were calculated as a 

rwiction of E using the computer program described in Appendix E and 

(E) was determined. The correction factor was then evaluated for the 

cncrr interval used in the analysis. For the ease of the JT°  gat,raa-rsy 

øpectrum thiø correction factor was calculated for several gemma-ray 

energies end the results averaged over the distribution. 	• 
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VI. DATA SAND ANALYSIS 
A. Tretment of Data 

In scanning the film all neon lamps which tired were recorded 
for each event in tezns of the numbers tdentitring the correspozid3ng 
Getgar tubes end. uciutillatore. The total pair energy, Eca E+ E, was 
then calculated according to Eq.uation (21), which can be written as 

+ E u 
1.313 (er) U 	 (N x() 	(n). 

• The data is presented in Tables 7, 8,  9,  and 10. Table 7 indicates how 
all recorded events for each measurement were treated. In Tables 8, 9, 
and 3.0 the enerr spectra of the acceptable events is tabulated. 

The difference between the "Total gates" and "Total event a 
ecorded" columns in Table 7 is due primarily to accidental coincidences 

of the gate counters for which no gezmua ray is involved. 
For geometrical reasons a few channels in the spectrometer 

detection array were not used. The Unite of the useful region are in.. 
dicated in Ugure 12 by the minimum and maximum orbits. Events in which 
eitbar the electron or positron falls outside this region were rejecte&! 
The number of these is given under column A in Table 7 ,  In ad4ition, for 
each measurement the data ana3rsie was perfoxd over a United range of 
onergies (column E+E) of the detected pairs. Events falling outside 
ti4e range are noted in column D. Because of the relatively ame.0 varia-
tions in efficiency of the Geiger tube (see Paragraph III-D) and since 
in general many different pairs of electron and positron channels correa-
pond to the same enerr, it is assumed that the Geiger tube efficiency, 

averaged over all congtent energy- channels, is independent of total pair 
ener-, '4hereføre it is permissible to reject all events in which Geiger 
tubas on one or both sides do not fire. The number of these is given 
under cQlumn B • Since the efficiency of the channel scintillation counters 
is quite large (98% for each electron or positron channel) and again sincP 
in genmz'al several sets of electron and positron channels coz'respon& to 
the same enerr, it is also assumed that the efficiency of the scintilla-
tion Counter system is independent of total pair enerr. In order to 
eliminate any possible enerr dependent background all ecinti3-latore 
overlapping the Geiger tube channel which iired were also required to fire. 

The number of events not meeting this requirement Is given in column C. 
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Acceptable events are classified. a "good' or "extra. 

events are those for which either one Geiger tube or two overlapping ones 

fire on both electron and positron aides and for which the overlapping 
scintlUator chRel counters all tire. "2xtra" events are those in 

which additional Geiger tubes tire and for which the scintil].atoz' snd 
Geiger channels are in agreement. 

Zn' approximatelr 80% of the "extra" events lees than k Geiger 
tubes firâ on either side. For a large majority  of these events the 
energy could be determined to within one or two Geiger chiuviel widths. 
llowever in nearr all cases the g m-rar group involved could be detep. 
mined. 

Several effects eontrbute to cause extra Geiger tubes to tire. 
These include 1) Large angle scattering in the converter causing ,a 

pair member to either intercep4 the j5Q0  position at some angle or strike 

the pole tip or Geiger holders and acatter back into the detectors 2) 

Multiple scattering in Geiger tube3 or channel acntiUators3 , 3) Aceidentale; 
14) .Delta rays produced at the detectors and passing through nearby tubeej 

and 5) sack scattering from enerf degrader or gate scintillation counter. 

Scattering calculations indicate' contribution due to street (1) are 
negligbie.. This has been confirmed,by observing that the ratio of "extra" 

to "good" counts is independent of converter thickness T for values of T 

up to three times larger than the normal thickness. Since conti' buttons 

from effects (2), (14), an4 (5) are energy dependent and due to partolei 

traversing the detector region, it is necessary that these "extra" events 

be inci.ude& 
The "uncertain events" in Table 7 are events in which extra 

Geiger tubes fired and for which either the gammarey group involved could 

not be determined or it could not be ascertained whether the incident 

electron or positron passed through the acceptable detector channel, 

If these events are ee.ue.Uy divided sxng the possible alternatives, no 

significant influence on the ratios being measured results. 81nos the 

number of these events is ansU, we have chosen to ignoie them. 

Let a number of gxmaa rays #  N , be incident upon the converter. 

It n(AE) is the number of pairs detected in an energy channel of width 

AE,then 	 ,  
N 

E 	

(j) 

P()L 
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which by substituting Equation (23)  for P(E)iE can be rewritten as 

( /'(T) B(TB)5 '  X(E )R(Be,  ,E) dE4E. 	(33) 

	

Since' 	is independent of the ener&, interval over which the measurement 
is made, for a'iuterval between RA  and we can wite 

Hy  

	

N 	/'(T) s(T,B 	
ç 

I(E,) R(Z ,E) dE. 1E 	 (34) 

is evaluated. in Tables 8, 9, and. 10 for the varouu measurements, The 
measured ppeatra Nd(,E) are shown in Figures 21 and. 22 for PoaofaUy ratio 
moaaureinent I, in Figure 23 for measurement II, and. in Figure 24 for the 
deuterium ratio measuremeflt. 

Background, ;The meased, 4e1di obtained, for each converter with the ' 
removed from the target were approximately,0.5% aO large as the correepondN 
ing yie3.d.a with the H. in. This is consistent with the assumption that 
this 'ie]4 is entirely due to interactions of the Jf mesona with the 
residual% gas in the target. 

The total enerr range of the spectrometer over which pairs were 
detectable for each magnetic field setting is indicate belov 

Field. (Gauss) 	Enerp z'an$e () 

	

38 	 31h3 ' 3.00.7 

	

8235 	 51.0 - 

	

3.0500 	 6 .0 - 190.9 

	

13.013 	' 68.2 200.2 

It can be seen from Table 7 0  Column P, that for the ra4.tative capture 
reaction the number of events detected with energies larger than the 
high enerr cut off 	to quite sme.U. A3.tboagh some of these events 
may be due to acoidental baccground., the nuabera are consistent with what 
is expected from radiative capture in flight. 8ince the detectable energr 
range above zB  is q.uite approotab3.e as Can be seen abgve, the  accidental 

	

backgroimd is assumed. 	negligible. 	" 	' 
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3, Sctroetr ?efowmce Chaelts  
- S 

Soverti checks were tude to inrxre that the spectrometer opera 
tiou vas as prited 

With the spetrcieter field set at 1000 emwe the retU fr 
the radiative capture reaction in Zjd.z'oen was iraaeuro4 for severat 
cowerter thikneeee, The "scattering in" probability $(T,B) for each 
tiiickneca was then detenained according to EqWition (3 
are given in 1igure 20 In eval*tirzg S(T3) the calculated valuee for 
the reo1ixtton were uued, Iowever as indicated in ParapVh VIC the 
cu1aet apectra do not agree ezactr vith the measure4 sectra 
Although the aboolute corrections to S(T 13) for this effec sz'e not 
knoyxt, the values for the greater thicknesses ahou3d be Increased eoe' 
wMt0 The eolit cirve in the tigire represents the rrtsu3.ts of a 
ocatteriia,g calculation in s4iich it is aasuned that the dtstz bution of 
projected acettering a3es is Gsussiau This calculation is deotribed 
in .Appendi% B. It is notes that tho ealcuUted results in the Figure 
have been copared for several converter thickness vith, rawate obtained 
frc a similar ir4apendent calculation using the exact Mo.ike thQr7 and 
agree vithin 1 to 

The measured ratio of rield with converter in to yield $th 
coavarte,r out for the Pmof sky ratio runs is conpared in Tble 11 with 
the.t calculatod tising Squation (3 	The calc4sted.ratios inclwa 
teattering corrections as d.etermined from Figure 20 In ad.dtton the 
effective thickaosro of the converter counter has been taken as Q. the 
total thicknosa j  wUile en ectAve1ent thickness of 4 Inches of air has 
been ad.ded, to all 	 rors to account for pair pro4uction in ar 
preceding the donverter.. The catculated ratios are expecte4 to be lover 
14dts. Althopa)i the 4iffcrence in the ratios for the hih field. ,  is 
alightiy greater than one star4ard deviation, the remilts are reasonable 
and provide good evidence that only pairs create4 in the converer are 
detected. 

Since the w.er of gszma reys ixd4ent u,ton tha convorer, 
N , 

 
,a lndep=deat*  of xuanetic fieid a ccparieon of m eaound yalues 

of X f or the s=e Oamw,-raV spectra but diff ercnt fields providu a 
c1ck 021 =W zngnetic field effects. N a,  was d.etermined from Equatton 

(311) using the Fanof sky ratio data for the mesc capture gamma rers at 
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I: 

MIJ-26 185 

Fig. 20. ttScattering in" probability S(T, B) vs converter thickness 
for B = 10,500 gauss. 
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thEi low and medium fields and the radiative capture giia rays at 
the medium and high fields. For this catculat on an overaso value for 
the awmiation was used as described in Paragraph VI-C4 The results 
are given in Teble 12. 

C. Psnof sky Rati&tculation 

The measured Panofsk3J ratio, Formula (12), can be rewritten 
in terms of Equation (34) to give 

	

11dJ 	'2(T) 	
(36) P (Mc102c3) - Y() 	ii :r 

vhere 

R1(E)AE 	 \ x1(E)R1(E,)dAE 

T'¼ 	1 	 (37) 
and 

	

2 B
2(1 	29 MeV, E) L\ L 	 (38) 

A2 

Subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the mesic capture and radiative capture gwmna 

reiJs, respectively, and. 1i(Ex ) is the energy distribution frunetton for 

the maio capture gemma rera. The for N norrn4izee the yields from 

the two reactions to the same ziunere of 7mesons sto'ing in the target. 

C, and 03  are correction factors 01  compensates for the tact that 

the lateral detection effeiency used in evaluating Nd  is not exact. This  

is. discussed in Section V. C adjusts the data for the Internal QOnYsion 

reactions while C 3  corrects the measured meeiq capture spectrum for the 

oatributo4 resulting from radiative capture gEuimla. rays. 

• 	The iralues determined for the quantities in Equation (36) are 

given in Table 13 for the ?anofsky ratio measurements I and II. 

The effect prodaced by the converter counter baa been treate4 

by oubtracting the measured yield with converter out from the yie34 with 

corertor in. This can be written as 

	

Nd. N( in) 	( 	 ) N( out), 	 (39) 
out 

where H ia  and Mout  are the monitor counts for converter in And out, 

respeettysly, and the factor 3  compensates for the rednced nuier of 

pairs produced in the converter counter when the cozwerter is in Place. 

Values of Nd.  and M are given in Tei4e 7. 
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With the pair spectrovieter, electrons produced by gamxta-rr 
Conrpton scattering in the converter are not detected. Considering this, 
the probability for pair production in the convertex' is given by 

(1- 5E.t0+ç)T) 	 00) 

whore Is the density and(J andu' are the arose sections for pair 
production and Compton scattering, respective1y. The expression in the 
parenthesis is the total gumna-ray absorption probability while the )tio 
of cross sections defines the fractIon of the total abøorptton due to pair 
production, The cross sections are averages over the enerr spectrum 
considered. The sum of the cross eectiona for pair production in the t'icld 
Of the nucleus and the field, of the atomic electrons was Used. For the 
nuclear contribution the results of flethe, Davis)  and Malwmod4  were 
employed with an eo ergy dependent correction factor as discuaøed in NBS 
Ciratzlaz' 583. The contribution by the atomic electrons was determined 
from the results of Vortrba, 6  For the Coinpton scattering cross section 
the 	irx.Ntshjna, formula was used. 

M.thow,h the thicknesses of the converters were selected, to 
equa1ize the •tattering in' probability S(Tfl) for each field setting, 
the thickness of converter C1 devIated slightly from the req,uired. value. 

- To compeneate for this the ratio S(T , 	for flea8uX'efl15nt I was determined, 
from the calculated curve of 	

81(T 	
S(T,B) Vs T for B zm 11,013 gauss 

corresponding to that in Figure 20. 82(T,13) is Qbtained directly for a 
thickness corresponding to converter C.3 whIle 8 3.(tr,n) oorz'oonde to the 
value given for that thickness such that the scattering is the sane as 
for eouvez'tar C1 and B = 5,538 gauss, 

The calculated spectra R1(E) and R2(J!), defined in Equations (37) 
and (38),rospectjveay, axe shown in Figure21 and 22 for measurement I 

• and in Figure 23 for measurement II. The corresponding moasued spectra 
are also given. Since the enerr scales of the calculated, spectra are 
absolute j  the curves were fitted to the measured data merely by ndjusting 
the beighta. For the radtatiye capture ganmia rnr the ea1cu.ted spectra 
was a4justed 80 that the seas in the peak between 124 and 3.30 May for 
both spectra were equal, The ltita of the enerj intervals over Vb1Qh 
Nd, and,. 2 have been evaluated, are indicated in those figures by arrow's, 

It will be noted In Fjgurea 2, 22, and 23 that the calculated. 
spectra are consistently smaller in the taii.s tlAn the measured epecta. 
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Fig. 21. Mesic capture gamma-ray spectra for B=5, 538 gauss. 
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Fig. 22. Radiative capture gamma-ray spectra for B=11,013 gauss. 
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Possible reasons for this are discussed In Section VII. Because of this 

effect there is some uncertainty in determining the quantities 2 and 
If it is assumed, that the discrepancy between the calculated and measured 
spectra is due to bremstraIi1ung incompletely- accounted for, then, since 

the tail of the calculated specta is almost entirely due to bremectrahiung, 
a correctIon to the calculated value for 	is obtained by taking the 

relative discrepancy as constant from the lower cut-off energy down to zero. 

The value of 	obtained in this manner is considered a lower limit. If 
the discrepancy- ia caused by other energy loss effects, such as ionIzation, 
it Is believed the tail, contribution would not be as great. Since the 
behavior in the tail is not known, the value of 	calculated from theory 
is taken as the upper limit. The upper and lower limits for 2, 2'  and 
the ratio 	derived from this analysis are tabulated below. 

MEAsuR14Ewr I 	MASURF24EI1T II 
Upper limIt Lower limit Upper limit Lover limit 

4991 	478 	.963 	6907 

2 	 .950 	.913 	.970 	.9148 

.959 	.9314 	1.007 	1.0145 

It is now assumed that the correct value for the ratio 	lies with 

equal probability anywtere between the upper and lover limits. This, 

assumption defines the values listed in Table 13. 

The factor C2  adjusts the measured data so that the results for 
P are expressed in terms of the definition in Equation (14). 

(14) 

In the present method of measurement reaction (ib) is detected only half 
as efficiently as (la) while reaction (3) is never d,etectedj due to this, 

is calculated to be 

C2 tr-3(T3/r 	
(141) 

where j is the branching ratio 	and J  the ratio f4} 	Using the values 
for these ratios given in the Introduction C2  is determined to be 0.999. 



D. Deuteriun Ratio B Calculation 

The measured deuterium ratio, 1oxnala (15), written in terms of 

Equation (34)  is 
) 	t 	] ..1. 	 (42) 

2 	.1.2 

WhOre 	 E132 

129Mev, )AE 	 (13) 

\ x, (E)R(E,E)ds, lIE. 

(uk) 

Sub acrlpto 2 md 4 refer to the hy&rogen and deuteriwn radiative capture 

reactions, respectively, vhile x11 (E ) is the deuteriwn goniaa-rsy enery 

distrIbution. The ratio of the term . in  Equation (34) etwolving s(T,B) 

is unity and has been omitted in Equation (2). In addition, corrections 

to the measured spectra due to the lateral detection efficiency are neaz' 

1,y identical. and no adjustment to a Is necessary. The values deterniied 

for the quexitities appearing in Equation (2) are listed in Table 14 toe. 

gather with the value calculated for So. 

Spectrographic analysis of the deuteriwn used in the etperiment 

indicated, a 2.25% contamination of bydrogen, in correcting for the effects 

of this it is assumed that the yield due to the hydrogen is directly 

proportional to the concentration of hydrogen. Calculations made by 

	

• Cohen J\iM, and Ri&teU 3T for 	menlo-atom systems indicate that for a 

atom moving with .1ev energy through pure deuterium the rate for 

transfer of the 	meson to a deuterluin atosz is 3,010f35c11. Iovever, the 

rate for nuclear capt*e of aifmeaon  from a fpmesie atom state is 

25x 	 Since it ir, reasonable that the probability for 

capture of a 77 mcooxt into alrp  mesic atom state is proportional to the 

concentration of hydrogen and that the aboire transfer rate is not very 

different for the .1-f meson, our assumption Is justified, The correction 

was made by subtracting trom the measured d,euterium yield 	the 

contribution due to the b 6roen contaminatIon, and then adding that 

contribution .14110h 	 bgyq 	...the hydrogen had been d.euteriuxn. 
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The expression for this can be vritten as 

= 	M (.0225) NC12  + .0225 N 

flñch by rearranging terma becomes 

1- 0225 	
Meas, M(.0225) N) 	 () 

• 1.0230 (N 1 	-O.o268N 2 ) 

(E) -0.0268 n1E 	
( ) 

• 	 ' 

Is evaluated jriTle 10. 

The patr production probabIlity for the deuteriwa garor 
distribution IY4(T), was alcu1ate.us1ng for the cross section an 

average value weighted in crm of the gannna-rny distribution. The 
assumed form of the di&tribution was taken from the calculations of 
Watson and stewart 8  for a value of the n-n scattering length as determin-
ca by Crows sad PhiUips. 39  

Zn order to cvaluate the ratio 	, the relative contributions 
in the tails of the measured spectra be1c he low'enerr cub off mast be 
determined. The measured distributions N(E)  for boththe 	and 

gamna rays are shown In'igura 24 where the distributions, have been 
normalized to the some number of events. The cut-ott energies are indicated 

• 	by arrows. Since most of the contribution In the tail of the hydrogen 
distribution is dee to radiation straggling, the contribution in the 
deuteriun tail should be approximately 20% larger due to enhanced con-
tributlona from lower eerr gamna-rays. :After taking this into acOount 
the difference remaining in the two spectra at the lower cut-off enerty 

was exrapolated linearly to zero enerr, A contribution of .7% of the 
total spectra was obtained. Since the shape of actual dauterium gemma-
ray spectrum is expected to fall off with decreasing enerr faster than 
.inearly, the value used for this contrIbution was taken as 1.4 1.0. 

was calculated using this procedure for both the upper and lQwsr 
Uirtits of as determined in the manner discussed in Paragraph VI-Q. 
The two results were averaged together to give 

0,97+0,01 
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Fig. 24. Measured radiative capture gamma-ray spectra for 
H2  and D2  (B = 10,500 gauss). 
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In the norn.lization terni, M, it is neceeary to include in 

adrlition to the ratio of monitor counts a factor which comVensaten for 

the d.ifference in stopping power betreen 	and D2. The average joni.- 

wtion cnerr losa I  for heavy charged particloe can be written 

"_ f( ! I  ) 	 (IO) 

whore V is the mass density, Z the atomic number, A the atomic weight, 

it the particle velocity, and Z the average ionization potential.. Nov 

Z lathe some and X nearly ao for both 1.  and D. . Nowver e1A for  D. 
is nearly 35% larger then for 1 2  and hence the stopping power 35% 

-  - -•--- - 
	 Uowove 	 opectrum 	bean wad not unifenn, it vas 

nocoeary to determine expe rimentally the relativ nue 	m4of2e- 

stopping in the 11 and. 	Independent methods were employeL 

In describing the first method let t. be the thickness (in ø/cm2  
• 

 
or  N ecjtt±ra.1ent) of the enex' degrader shown in Pigure 25 and let r. 

represent the range (in gm/em2  of 	of a typical. iYmeson. Then the 

residual range of a meeon upon passing through a thickness t is just r.t. 

Nov if the function p(r) denotes the range distribution of the llnieson 

• bean adif (r.t) xepreaents the probability that a meson with reeld.ual 

rnnge r-t stops in the K target, we can write 

	

(t) 
=f~?- 

 (r) q(rt) d 	 (9) 

where the function F(t) defines the fracti.on of the total bean which 

stops in the 	for a given t. This function is directly proportional 

to the range curve of Figure 3 with background subtracted and is shown 

in flgure 2. If we now assume no scattering losses for the meson beam, 

then all mosons with range between t and t + 1.78 gm/em2  will stop in the 

N, target. This epeciftes the functi.oztq.(z'øt) as equal to 1 if O<z' - t 

<. 1.78 and 0 otherwLae. Therefore, both functions () and q(r-t) are 

known and the integral in Equation (49) can be unfolded to give the 

function P(r). l(v) t o shOwn in Figure 264  
• 	 If the degrader  thickneO t is now fie4 and the N density 

• increaec4, the target thickness in gm/cm2  is increased and more of the 

mecon range distribution i(r) will lie within the target. Ren.ce by 

zalcula.tlng (t) for various N2 densities the relative number of meoas 
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• 6topping in the tart as a function of density is obtained. The results 
of this are sho by the smooth curve in Figure 27. The normal density 
of the iy&rogen and the dneity of deuterium corresponding to the same 
stopping power are indicated,. 

Li the second method, severe.l differc.rtt valuoc of hydrogen 
density rere obtained by cuitably pressurizing the liquid hydrogen 
yt3rn. See Section IV. By monitoring the reaction rate with the gamna.. 

ry tclecope the relative 77 meson stopping rate as a function of density 
as deter!nizled. The measured values are shown in Figure 270 

The ratio of the nuther of 17 me eons stopping in the D. target 
to the nwer stopping in the H2  target as a result of the stopping power 
difference Is determined from this figure as 1.13. 

E. Error Analysle 

The error assigned to the value for P in measurements I and II 
is calculated from the equation 

'dI, 	 21 	'57  
&P=P

+.y F(d 
 '

1(T) 

The eten&trd error on the rat io of Na to N is Just 

r 	2 & d2 2 
- i (-•-) 	(- 	) 	 (51) d2 	d2 	dl 	

+ 	
d2 

and 6Nd2  are the standard errors onand N. 8 lace these 
quantities are defined by Equation (39) in which Na( in) and Nd(out) are 
evaluated in accor&rice with Equation (33), $' Vd, and 6 	are deter.. 
mined by the general expression 	 --...- 

(LIO  "40)  
Nd 	 + 	

)2 	

out (51 

Dtze to the • rt4ative.y sni1 background in the ga=aray monitor 
telescope coimttng rate (see Figure :)t the accuracy of thie monito' is 
limited, by fluctuatione in louses in the aalinc uretem. These fluctua-
tions were d.otermjue&t to be less than 2%.  A cQUIpa4BQZI of the two 
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Fig. 25. Functions F(t) and q(r-t) used for range curve unfolding. 
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ME 

monitoringr systems used shced that the avere fluctuations in the 

relative indications were of this sene nanitude. Since more than 15 

rune were performed for each converter-field, situation and the various 

types of runs altenaated., we estimate the monitoring error, to be 0.3*.. 

The ratio of the pair prod.uetiort probabilities can be 

ayproximated by 	 .• . 	 . 

- 	e 
qw2T2 

__ 	 (53) 
Y1(T)  

since the probabiltiea are stuall compared., to one. Therefore, the fraction-

error on the ratio of probabilities is juet the fractional error on the 

ratio of cross aectiona 	. 	. 	. 	. 

T V 
_ 	a-2  Ar2 (5k) 

The errors in CT1 and  a'2  ariee from the approximation made in the calcu' 
1atons of Betbe, Davis, and Xaximon-

34  Since the ratio only is involved. 

hero, .thC error should be small. We estimate a 1% error In the ratio. 
The- 'error asained to the deuterium ratio 8 is determined from 

the exnresaion 

SB 

The expresaion for the etenderd error on the ratio of Nd2 to NA 

has the same form as Equation (51). liowever, &Ndg  and 	are evaluated 

in this case by the general expression 

(56) 

In addition to a 003% error on the ratio of monitor counts us 

described previously, a 1% error has been assigned to the ratio of the 

nuribera of 7zno0ons stopping in 112 and D2  due to the difference in 

stopping power. This error arises from the uncertainty in the renae curve 

uni'olding. 
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VII. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The final results for the Panof sky ratio and the deuteriwn 
ratio S aret 

Pl.510.Ok 

- 	 9=3.16+0.10 

Nere. P is the weighted average of the values determined for measurements 
.1 and II in Paragraph Vt-C. 

Previous measurements of P are shown in Table 1. If each of 
these is weighted according to the quoted error, the value obtained is 

- 	-- ----.---- 	 0.02. 

Our result is in cornplete agreement. 

The value of S obtained here is significantly higher than the 

results of previous measurements, which are shown in Table 2. It is 
also consIderably higher than that calculated from Equation U. (See 
Table 3 	Although the reason for this disagreement is not known, 

systematic errors on this measurement are believed to be quite smaU 

since the same converter and the same magnetic field are used for both 

the hydrogen and d.euterium runs and since both radiative capture gamma'm ,  
ray spectra are quite similar. 

As was indicated in Paragraph VI..0 a discrepancy ex1ts hetween 
the shApe of the theoretical spectra and the measured spectra. The 

• 

	

	values determined, for P and S depend upon the assumed cause of this 
discrepancy. In obtaining the above results we have assumed that the 

• 	discrepancy is caused by energy baBes of the electrons and positrons 
in the converter Ucompletely accounted for • In the foUoving paragraphs 

we discuss the various causes of this effect which have been considered, 

and the probable magnitude of their contribution. These include; 

1) Reduced energy gamma rays entering the spectrometer;. 2) apparent 

or real energy loss effects associated, with the spectrometer design; 
and 3) uncertainties in the energy loss of high energy relativistic 
electrons. 

The first possible cause might involve either nuclear reaction 

in which lower energy gsw1a rays are produced or gamma rays with reduced 



energy produced by Compton effect or shover formation on the collimator 

vafla It is noted that the measured bydrogen radiative capture spectrum 

can be reconstructed very veil with a coination of 82% of the theoretical 

bydrogen spectra plus 18% of the measured deuterum spectra. Since the 

1jrogen used had the normal isotopic abundance, then, U this apparent 

agreement were meaningful, it would Imply a very high transfer rate of 

the JT  meson between hyd.rogen and deuterium. flovever, as indicated. in 

Paragraph VI-D the transfer rate even in pure deutertum is believed to 

be relatXvely sinai.1. This, together with the fact that the 770 

spectra also displays the some effect, leads us to consider this explana-

ton as quite Improbable. Bough calculations of Couipton scattering of,  

gamma reys in the collimator wails indicate the contribution of reduced 

energy gamma rays duo to this should be much smaller than the observed 

effect. It seems unlikely that this process or shower formation would 

yield a g aray spectrum requtred to explain the discrepancy. 1!owever, 

if Contpton, scattering on the collimator wails were assumed to be the cause, 

from a comparison of the measured and thaoretical spectra it is estimated 

that the quoted value for P would, be reduced. by 6% and 8 would remain 

essentially unchanged.. This reduced value for P, however, would disagree, 

significantly with previous measured values of P. 

With respect to the second possible cause, an electrcm undergoing 

a large angle scattering in the converter may enter the detector region 

with apparent lower energy. For an apparent energy decrease of a few Hey 

it is very probable that several Geiger tubes would be triggered and the 

event classified. as "extra,' as defined in Paragraph VI-A. Iowever, the 

measured spectra is essentially the same whether these events are incli4ed 

or not. The peattering calculations also indicate that theue large angle 

scattering eyents are too rare to explain the observed effect. They also 

indicate that the rnuiiber of electrons scattered off the pole tip or the 

etger holders and back into the detector region simulating a reduced 

energy electron is much too small to account for the obacrved. results. 

There are two processes by which the electron and positron can 

lose energy in the converter, bremsatrahiung and ionization. The 

bremestrahiung cross section employed (see paragraph vIC) is believed 

to be accurate to within a few percent, but has not been experimentaUy 

verified. A ewary of previous bremsatrahiung measurements is given 

in the review article by Koch and Hotz. 	With respect to ionizatiOn, 
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the Lendov tonizatiin enercj loss d1itribxtiou for high enerr elect.roae 

)*ø beezt hocked iAASM3  who obtatne e].ight deviatione in the Ehape 

of the djatribu'Uon near the high ener end and exceUent agreement with 

reaoect to thomoat probebte energy lou. However, very little 

xperimGnt4 information ta airai]able with regard to the tail of the 
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XX. APPENDICI$ 

A.. Derivat ion of G and P 

if it is assumea that the trezisitloti rate for nuclear cepture 

from a bound state macto atom is Proportional to the square of the pion 

va'e function at the position of the proton, then ve can write 

. 	°+ ) = 	1ø(o)I(Ti p4i°+ n) 	(37) 

aere the relattve velocity v si4 ox'osa raeation(r correspond to the in* 
flight process and Ø(0) is the wtwe function for the mesic atom state 

from vhtcb eeptuxe occurs evaluated at the position of the proton. If 

charge independence in the pion nucleon interaction is asouned, the 
charge exehenge cross sectIon can be expressed as 

fl' n) 	(a 	, 	 (58) 

iere re the Swave scattering lengths for Isotopic spin statee 

3/2 and 112 0  reapeetive, and q is the incident o.rn, pion momentum. A 

first order correction due to the 77 17°zuass difference chengos Eguation 

(58) to 

VO o-(ff+7n) C (a3 al 2 	(39) 

• vhere v 0  end v. are the n.m, velocities of the 17 °and. 17'meaonsv.r. ts 

nucloons, Substituting  1uation  (39) into (57) rields 

it 	if+ 	
817ov JØ(0)l 2  ( 	

)2 

In enalor to Equation (57) the bound state raAiattve eapture 

ve-action 

p 	n)= v )Ø (o) I 2  (r( 1T+ P 4 '+  a)  

tJing detailed be3ncing the in-flight cross section can be expresced as 
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2 

cr (17+ p. 	+ n) 	c,-( cy+n4jT+ p) 	 (62) 
q 

vhere k is the inci4ent photon c.m. momentum. If B is efined so 

• _________ 
3 

then Equation (62) may be rewritten an 

a-(+p.+n)=7Rcr(e'+p417+n). 	(64) 

ub stituttn 	uation (61i) into (61) r&Ao 

2 	 2 

Wb(iT+ p . 	'+ n) 	
2.19 B ØB(o)t q-( '+ p.+n). 

• 	(65) 

By forming the ratio of Equations (60) and (65) we obtain for the 

Pimof sky ratio, 

P  V 	k2 	
. 	 (66) 

iuee at tbreshold for the photoproduction reaction 

(6) 

n&veJave 
(68) 

w-here p and M are the pion and nucleon rest inasse, Ecuation (66) can be 

rewritten in the final forni as 

2 	.2 
!, 	(69) 

(1+ 	Cr- ( '+ p1f+ n) 
2t 

14 AflalC WI E.uat±on (57) 
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d +2)c 	JØD(o)I 2 o- (i7T .  a -) 	 (to) 

The irt-fiiglht cross section can be expressed tu3ing deteiled baiencg as  

(7') 

is the c.rno neutron momntiuu and qp the c.m.0 pion rnomentrn in 

the 7 	d srateni. ItOWbr charge anmetrr 

* n 	d) 	(p + 	) 	 (72) 

Lmd hence by substitutingEqiationa (71) ea (72) intO :Egustion (70), ye 

Qbtain' 

. 	 Q) JØD(0)1 2  !no- (p + p-*f+ d). 	(73) 

• If the ratio T is defined accordin to 

	

J7+ d 	ç+ 2n) TLub(lf+ p .'+ n) 	 (7!1) 

and Equntton (61) sub stituted into (74), we can vrito 

IV (+ +442n) Tv jØ(0)12cr(17'-+ p 	'+ n) . 	(7) 

u4rig Bq=tiou (6), qw.tion (7) can be epz'oeed. as 

	

4 X+ 	
Lt"V 

JØH(0)) R(r( + 	n). 	(76) 

By fordng the ratio of Eqatione (73) ant (76) the foUovini 

exreE3ior1o' S is obt4ned 
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VD
2 	JØD(0)I 

2 
p  2 
	

+p.frjT'+ d - 	( flr) 

S. = 	 D2 	ff(ó) 2 k 'Cr ( ' + p 17+ n) 

By the,re1ationa 

• 	 TTt 

PA 
- M at treohold 

= 

D 	D(1P) 

S can be expressed in the final term, 

	

M 	 l 4 ht r( 
S • 	

f 	-( 2( + 	 (78) 

B. Calculetion. of S 

- 	The projeoted azi& a 4A Indefined as that an].o which the prem 

ject5orz or the momcritiuu vtctor (for an el.ectrcn or positron leaving the 

ooirv-erter) on a vertical ptane perpendicular to the converter makes with 

the convoater onsl. Angles for vhich the Dentm1 vector is.directed 

below the horizontal are cnsidere. negative. 

The multiple scattering 1ibt:ibuUon for projected angles as 

acrive& by Moliere can be witten a. 
2. 

+ ' 1 
(79) 

The first terflt is Onisian and iornia1ized to one. The remadning to1'i3 

are 3mzeh zmaUer and can be . coneiered as corrections to the Osus start term. 

The vaiablo sj  in Eq1lation (79) to defined according to 

0i57 	 (t in 	in Ivicy) 

and 	can be 	ez'n4ne<1 to better than 1% from the fol.a 
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21.81 + 2.37 q 0.02 42  

rhere 	 2 

Inlo 1-2/3t  
2ax1o+3.76Z2 	I 

Since a Gaussian approximation for multiple scattering is known to hoN 
qutte U for angles less than 2 or 3timea the rms vMth if the width 

•io approprintó1r chosen, and because the MoUre distribution predicts 
quite scwtelj.the scattering, the Gaussian terza in Euation.(79) with 
rins width c(' 	is used in this calculation and is rewritten below: 

1 	24'2d 	(8o) 

The "scattoring in" probability S(T,B) is defined. in Appendix 
C, Equation (92) as 	. 

T 
S(T,B). 	'(t,T)s(t,B)At 	 (81) 

ibere S(t,B) io.given as 
. 1.hb 	. 	. 

s(t,B) 	) z(z)) Ph(tz)h)dh) Pbt(t,z,B,h)dhdz. 	(82) 

ha  Iq 
These functions are all defined in Appendix C. Since Pb(t,z,B,h) 
the distribution function for vertical heights of the electrons at the 
dtetor, it can be written as 

a1c 

Ph(tiz,B,b)dh 	 ( 15 f(t,i&) g(c,z e,b)d 	(8) 

where t(t)]f, d) is the distribution function in projected angle for an 

electron of enerr r traversing a. thickness t of material and g(o( 

h)dh is the probability that an electron originating in the converter at 
the vertical position z, having angle d, and radtua of curvature 
will strJe the detector with height between Ii 

For small acattcing angles an electron with ot and ? '-
travel a &i tance hf from converter to the 1800  orbit p sition as in8.icat. 

et  in the diagrem below. 
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here the actual circular oxbits are represented a straight lines. The 
converter height is 2za  and the detector height is 2has  It the vorti 

cal position of the electron at the converter is z, then the vertical 

heighth at the detector Is Juet 

+ 	. 

This specifies the function g( d. ,z, ' , h) as the Kronecker delta function 

hz 
, b)cS(c 	- ) . 	 (85) 

ostituting Equation (85) into (83) we obtain 

Ph(t,Z,B,b)dh 	5 f(t,E)&(ck. 	)dd df(t,I j)dh.(86)  lie 

It hü ben shvn in Paragraph XIXrnt of the, text that this distrIbution 2. 

is independent of electron enerr. Therefore the electron and positron 

distribution functions and F in Equation (82) are identical. Sub' 

stituting Equation (36) back into Equation (82) 0a4 using Equation (80), 

we obtain 2 
+z. 	 (hz) 

S(tB)=Ia 	
s' 	 ( 87) 

Since enma-raa are incident unif orz1y. over the convertsr, the fimctUm.  
Z(Z) is just 	an4 if we let r 	$,Equatiou (87) can be reitten 
as

8 	 4ire''2 

j 
[,e drf  da 



This equation waa numerioaily integrated using the ThM 650 computer to 

obtai.n S(t,B) as a function of t for the different rnsgnetic fielde uaed 
The "scattering in" probability S(T,B) vas then calculated from Eq.uation 
(81). 

• 	

CO' SpectrometerDetèctjon Pr6i1b ilitgalculation 

Let P(l)dE be the probability that a gaima ra selected. at 

random from a àpectrun with energy distribution I(E ) vill pair prøduce 

in the CQnVertOr and the resulting pairs be detected vith total energy 
betreèn E and E+ ?JJ 

Ey z t. 

5 ç f ol  çEf X(E )Y(y) Z(z) '(E ,t,T) P(E E) 

xF*(E ,t, 	i) +(E 	tE..E3 ) (88) 

X 	 -E•, 	 t,zB)dE; ci] 	d.t d. 	61 

where 

1 1. 
ho' 	P t,z,B,b)dh '(ç,  Y 3 'a< r<rb) 	 (89) 

E 	pt,Z,B,hOdh 11 

Iere Ey  is the unna-rsy cnerr, r the lateral converter pitionp 
the vertical converter position, t the thickuee of converter from the 
position of pair creation to the exit face, T the total ooverer thtcknez, 

the initial electron energy, E 	the final electi'on enerr after 

traversing the converter, b and W. the respective vertical heights at the 
detector for electron and positron, r and r' the respective lateral 
positions at the detector for electron and poairon, and B the msnetic 
field. The functions are defined at the end of 'this Appendix. 

rconverterjtz 	 tof 
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The &tatrlbution functions for vrtieai hiht at the detector, 

are derived in Appentht B and it is noted that for the geoinetiy 

u'ed thce functions are independent of the particle energies. 

$übatituting Equatlon (89) into (38) we obtain 

4 	fl 	 t 
P(E)oi 	x()) 	()5 	_P 	t 	 ) 	(. ,t,T) 

0  ,i) T1(E1  ,B,r 	r<rb)?  (E,a 	,t-E1  ) 

	

X 	l ,y, 13 ,ra < r 14 rb i. 	 : 	 (90) 

f1i 

	

x 	Z(z) 	Ph(t,z,B,h)clh I. 	t,,B,h')dh'd.z dtdE. 
/ 	 /hp  

The underlined 4ntegral above is the probability that for a 

givon t and B the vertical height for both electroi end positn at the 

1800  orbit position is between ha and hb. Let us caU this the t ecatter 
Ave iw-in' probo.bilitj and refer to it as s(t,B). Also lot 	

OvekE 

then 	(90)to give 	 Y(E,t,T) 

(t,T)5(t,B)dt 	Z(E ) 	Y(y) 	P(E ,E0') 

5 
 t 	.(E,,t,T)s(t,B) 	?i 

	

0 '(t,T)S(t,B)cI1 ) 	
F (E,,t,E0 	)i (E1 

	

FE0,t,EE1) 	 B,ra .r'<rb)dEi tit 

x dE0 r d,dE. (93) 

Now if s(T,B) is the probability for "scattering in" averaged over the 

converter thickness, we can write 

t=o Y(t,T) 5(t,B) .1t 
s(T,B) 	 (92) 

where 

JY (T) = 2' 
t = 0 

'(t,T) 4t (93) 
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is the total prob l4lity for Pair PrOduettOn in the converter of thck. 
ness T averaed over the cnerr spectrum consittere& We define the 
veightin.g function w( ,.t,B) as 

f".Y(tOT')S(tjB)
tt)J,t,T) 8(t,B) 	() '( 	') 	 At 	è'(T) s(T,B) 

Equation (91) can now be expreaaed as 
f3r 

X(r)s() ) x()) 	()) 	P(E ,E) 
t 

xJ'  w(i 	 Y (E1  ,t,E,E)If(El*,y,B,ra<. r<rb) 

y,B,r< r< 'b1. to 

z dtdE 
0 

aya dR (95), 

It we define a resolution tunctiQn x(E ,E) as 

P(E)Jtf( ,t,B) 1 	H 

x dE 1  17 it d.EQ ' dr , 	 (96) 

EquatIon (93) can be x'ewritten as 

P(dz(T) s(r1B)5 	I(E)r(E, 	) dE, .49 

The functions H and H Oacurrin in r(i ,E) e ecttvebj aec t cut 
oft the respective functoris 	and 	at certain va. a of the eaeraep 

and 	corieapond4w4 to the detector latersl limits. It é (is) is 
c4.1,ed the 166texa1 detection effic±enor defined as the e±'tl.cteney for both 
members of a pair of enerMr E to intercept the 180°  position within the 
lateral detoctolimito, quni4on (97) can be rewritten çs 

j 	 (98) 

43eze 
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t 

B(Ex 	
0 P(E,E0 

 ) 5 W(Ey  t)B)51 F (E ,T,E0*,E1*) 

X F (E t iai; . 	 () 

Thia function B(E, ,E) is termed the enerj e4justed raolu.l4on function. 
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Definition of functions in Appendix C 

Probability that a gamma ray has enerr between E. and 

Probability that a gaa ray is incident on the converter 

with lateral position between y and y + dy. 
Z(z)dz •. 	Probability that a gena ray is incident on the converter 

ith vertical position between z and z + d.z. 
,t,T)d.t 	Probability that a camma ray of encrr E incident on 

a coiverter of thickness T will pair produce in a thick- 

ness interval between t and t + d.t. 

' (T) 	Total probability for pair production in a thickness T 
• 	 averaged over the incident gammarey spectrum. 

P(E. ,xç)dE 	Probability that in pair production by a gamma ray of 

• 	 encrr Ecy  the electron produced has an energy between 
E 

0 
 andE+.dE. 

Y(i. ,t,i 0 ,E1 )&E1  

Probability that an electron of initial enerr E pro. 
• 	duced by a gana ray of enercr By  will have a final 

• 	•enery between E and E,. ± d1.. after passing through 
a thickness t of material. 

• 	F(Ely.E,t,E.E1) 

Probability that a positron of initial enerr E .E. pro 
• 	 dued in pair production by a gamma ray with 	will have 

a final ctaerr between 	and 	+ dE after paso. 

ing through a thickness t of materiaL 

• 	 Prob.blity that an electron of initial energr B having 
converter vrtioa.L coordinate z and final energy El l after 

• 	 passing through a thickness t of the converter will 

ntcreept the 180 degree orbit position with vertical 

height between li and dha 

I( (Ei,y,B,ra c rcrb) 
This function is equal to 1 if ra<  (2.626 	+ 
and 0 otherwise. 
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1). Proof. of Ionization Enerr Loss Theorem 

It is assumed that the ionization energy loss distribution for 

at? electron or positron is independent of initial particle energy. Lot 

p(t,k) repreaenb this d1stribuiionwhere p(t,k)d;ie defined as the 

probability that either particle pasøing through a thickness t of material 

loss; an energy betweon k and k + dk. If both particles go through a 

thickness t, the distribution function representing the total energy loss 

by both particles can be vritten .  in terms of the folding Integral 

F(t)K)- 
Sk 

P(t,k) (t, K-k)dk 
	

(ioo) 

where F(t,K)dK is the probability for a total energy loss between K' and 

K + &K. We wish to show that the distribution F(t,K) Is identical to 

that for a single electron going through a thickness 2t of the sane material. 

The iontzat4on energy losr, distribution for a particle after pasu-

ing half war through a converter of total thickness 2t is just P(t,k). 

Since this function defines the distribution of energies entering the 

second half of the converter, we can write for the final energy loss 

distribution F(t 1 K') 

P(t,k) f(t,k,K')dk 
	

(101) 

where (t,k)K' )dx' is the probability that an electron which has lost. 

an  energy k in thw first half I  WIU have an additional energy loss between 

K!..k and K'..k + cIK' in the øecond half. However o  since the energy lose 

is assumed independent o± initial energy 

f(t,t,K')diC' 	P(t ) K'k)dx' 

and hence EcjuatlOn (101) can be rewritten as 

P(t)k) p(t,K'.'k)dk. 	 (102) 

The distributions in Equations (100) and (102) are identical. Q,LD. 
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.E, Description of Radistion Straggli Calculation 

If bremostrahlunjaenerr loctes alone are considered, the enerr 

&Letributjon p( ,) of the pairs produced by a bean of gamma rays of 

rv'ij E, incIdent t,pou the convertor can be written as 
T. 

r(E 	) 	
O 

	

NE :Eo j W(E ,t,B) 	F (E E0 ,t,E1 ) 

xF ( ,t,i ) dE dt dE 	 (103) 

Thia Is ider\tica.i in form with Ecuation (25) in the text; however, in 
Equation (laS) the functions F and F pertain only to radiation 3traigling. 
It is noted that for a given t and initial, electron and positron energies 
lChe integrnl ovc.r E1  [j,e, the fwiction F(E,F, 	J is the1. 

:olthig" integral. 1Icce, P(E1 ,E) is obtained by averaging this fold. 
ovor the convertor thickness and jnItie. electron enerr. 

The converter of thickness 'i' was dIyidcd into 

Electron rr gamma.ry 	 l 	
Poitrort 

2. 	2 	3 	N 

N slices as indIcated above. For both electrons and positrons oZ'Ignatin 

at the center of a slice with energr B and E -E 0', respectively, and.
oft  

traversing the residual thickness of converter the ra&Iiai4on stragg1in 

ditrjbubio4 was calculated., These two UstrIttjons were then folded 
toc.tber with Thspeet to 'the fini. electron ener E, This process was 
repcatd for all N bilces and the resu1tjni distribution averagect together 
ftbh the 	ghi4n fv.nction W(Eg ,t,B). This p'oced.ure was repeated toi' 
a large nunber 94 values of 	Numer±cal ±nteration over E for vuriy 
values of 2ave the distribution?(E,E). 

The rath.ation straggling dstr.Lbution function F'(E 0  4t, 
re..ulttng from an electron of initial enerr E traversing a sufficiently 
thin .lice 4 t can be written in terms of the breinsstz'thlung (djfferential 
in cncrgy) CtQs seet.ou ci 	, 

I 

o' t\t, 	11(E, 1 )At dJ 



heze ItT I the nTrD1Yr of atoms per unit volume. For bremsetrablung in 

the fic1j1 of the auc cue the dfffrential cross section as given by 
34  

Tht:ves, Bethe, end Mzecimon is 

cr (r 	z2  r2 
	+ () ) 

137(E) (' 	E 

z ç'2 Z.$(Z) 

whereF(Z) is aco'ulornbcorrection term and. 0 (è') and.Ø (').are 

funetions gtVeA by Wheeler and La. 	The crosS section used for 

ectrøn-e.eetron bremastrah].ung is similaD in forni to equation (ith) 
72  is replaced br Z end. s1ightlj different functions are used 

in place of 	and 	In determining the straggling d.istribtttion 

fox an c1ctron originating at the center of a slice and traversing the 

residual thickness, 	t was taken equal to a haLf slice thickness. The 

dstribution resulting from passing through the first slice was then used 

as the jnut encrr spectrwn to the second half slice. In this half slice 

the energy: distributions were calculated for all input energies and the 

contributions to each final energy summed using the input, distribution as 

the weighting function. This procedure was carried out for all half slices 

in the residual thickness. 

The thickness of the slice A t was determined in the 640win 

ranner. For particular initial energies of the electron and positron the 

integral of the fold with reatect to the converter thickness was va1uatø4 

for several values of slice thickness. The value of the 4istribution 

function obtaine4 for s. gveu energy E was then plotted, against slice 

thickness • From the asyptotic nature of the ourve the slice thickness 

required for any desired accuracy of the distribution function could be 

dctrminci. For the converter thicknesses employed here N 7 slices 

proved adequate. 
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X. Dinition of Symbols 

A 	Atomic weight. 

Magnetic field intensity. 

C 	Velocity of light. 

e 	Charge of electron. 

E 	Total electron-positron pair enerr. 

EA 	Lo energy.cut off used in enal.ysis of measured and 
calcui.ated spectras 

iigh enerr out off used in, unarsii of measured and 

calcvl.ated spectra. 

1Icetron enerr. 

• flectron enerr immediateir after pair production. 

El 	Electron enerr at exit face of converter. 

Positron energy. 

Er 	Gama roy enersr. 

Vertical height of particle at the 180 degree oztit 
position, 

• Average ionization potential. 
M 	Normalization factor. 

M 	Nucleon rest mass. 

Illy 	Number of gamma reys incident on the converter; 

nuthbor from moaie capture reactton, 

= number from radiative capture reaction in L. 

= raer from radiative capture reaction in I). 
Ntmber of pairs detected 4tbtn the Oeiger channel 

	

• 	enerr interval i; 

n(1E) = number from the mesic capture reaction, 

n(AE) number from the radiative capture reaction 

inU2p  

n,( E) number from the radiative capture reaction in D. 

	

Nd 	Number of )a±rs detected in the'energy interval 
• 	corrected for the lateral detection efficiency; 

number from the ine.c capture veaction, 

number from the radiative captwe reaction in H,,, 

number from the radiative capture reaction in D,, 
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N 1 (in) 	nur with convertor in, 

ri ll-
er dth converter out. 

Geicr ti.tbe 1oation nurber (electron øtd.e). 
Geiger•tthe 1orntioi nur-er (oltrorL si). 

P Peri4c1e 'rrricntum. 
r Range of flxnon (in 	rt,/cm2  of 112). 

Toti. converter th1ckn 

t Distantd from poitiom of pair cr'ation in converter to 
ezitface. 

• 	 eon beem degrader thickness (n/cxii of 9 	equiv.)o 

V.• Velocity. 

Z Atoidc nuiiber.. 

Boot moan square projected scatterbg axle. 

Radiuc of curvature 

Electron ra.Uua of curvatre.. 

?o3itron rcdius of cuat 

Pion rest masse 

qP 
Pair praduction croas section. 

Compton scattering orora nectlon0 
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TARIE$ 

Ta31e I. Measurementa of the Pauofakj Ratio 

Ex.perinenter Rei'erence 	 Method 	. Ptmof ski ratio 

Psaiof aky et al, 2 Pai;Sectrometer •0.91 	+.30 
3egont et ál.. 3 Cloud Chrnber 140 + 0.50 

Casse1a 	et a].. 	. . Total abaoxption 1.50 + 0.35 
Cereu1ov detector 

flscher et aX. . 	Ttal absorption 1.67 + 0010 
•Cerenkoy deteetoz' 

Kzebnez et aX. 6 Pair 8ectrometor 160 	, 0,3.7 

Koller 7 rt1 abaorptton + 0.3.0 
Cerenkov detector 

I)evz'ick ot al. 8 Bubble Caubez' 1.7 	040 

Saanios 9 Bubble Chamber 0.06 
Jones. et al. 10 ¶ota3. aberption . 	1.56 +. 0.05, 

cererkov ieector 
Cocconiet a].. . 	Ø e $tiOfl 1.533 +0.021 

This Experiment Paiv Spectrometer 1.51 
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Table 2. 	Meaaureacntu of the Deuterum Ratia (s end B) 

Ecper1meut . 	 . Reference . 	 . Method 8 B 

Panofckyet -al. 2 Pair Spectrometer 2.36+0.714. .0.003±0.073 
Chnosk1 and 

• 	 Steinbcrer 12 	-. Counter detection 1.5 	0.8 
- 	 . . of both z'eacttorta 

Chinowky and . -. 

• 	 - Stir1berger 13 . -. 
• .Q03k ±0.003 

KuEhner ot a]., lu. Pair Spectrometer 2.36 +0,36 
This Experimerit Pair Spectrometer 3.16 +0.10 
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Tlo 3. Coxapa4son of measured and calculated v-eluea for P and S 

Calculated Value 	Measured Value 
p 	 i.y+Ø.I 	 1-53+0O2. 
3 	 170 + 0.36 	3,16 + 0.10 

Calculated values based upon 	Measured values based Mon  
Bef, 

a(0.2+0.007) 	 P.. veightedavez'se of eli 

ly 	

experiments 

+p4T+fl)=(Q.l9 + 0.02)q 	 6 tbld experjment 

x10 27  cm2 	 27 

cr'(p+p+?+ d)=(1.38 + 

x 10 8cix
2 	28 

B 1.33 + o.114 	 23 

T0, 77+O.o8 	 26 
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Table k, Coiwertex' cbaractexistica and applications 

Thickness gmjcm 	- 

Converter tacite 
Nonenc1ature Pb Backing (cii) Applications 

C1 •2293 '152 Panoøkj ratio 

• C-2 .4781 0152 Panof'eky ratio 

'.6102 .152 Panof sky 	
ratio 

• C4 ' 	 1,527 '.152. Spectrometer checks 
Ca.5 	• 2.938 .152 Spectrometer checks 
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Table 5. 	Scintillation counter chaacteriatiOs 

Plastic 
Scintillation itnetiniØnS (inches) 

Counter Thickness Length Beight Notes 

* 

I 0.050 .. 

4 

2N 0,500 174 $çinjiLtatQr end Lu-
oe 	aperoa leniise 

3]? 0.500 174 5 $nt%llato 

kN 0.125 16 5 4n. lengths of  
øcintiUator and lucite 
aiteruated 

5N 0.3,25 12 3 kotn. lengths of 
aintiUator and lucite 
al1erna1e 

6N 0,125 .8 

7]? 0.125 16 5 .  
erne e at 

OP 0.325 12 

Ote alte,rnatet 

9]? 	. 	.. 0,3,25 8 
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Table 6. Converter-f ie3A conbinatXôna used in cyclotron rune 
-. 	.- - 	-.--- 

Measurexnnt 	 Converter 	. Meg4 Field 	72  or 

Paàofskr ratio I . 	 . 5538 	. . 	 .119 

Panof5ky ratio XI 	. C-2 8235 .. 12 

Paiofaky ratio X 	. C-3 3.1,013. Ng 

Panofcky ratio I out 5538 . 	 . 	 . 

?anofskr ratio XI out 8235 . 

PanoThky ratio I 	. out 3.1,013 . 	 H2  

euteriwii ratio, 0.3 3.0,500 	. H2  

Deuteriurn ratio 10500 . 	 7) 

Xie34 ye4 Thickness C.1 10,300 

ie)4 118. Thickness C-2 10,500 

Yield vs.Thickness 100 500 

C1é34 vs. Thicknea C5 10,500 
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Table 8. Data (Panof sky ratio I si,ectrurn) 

B .a5538gaUsD 

Convertez' C-i 	 Cnverter out 

n (L.E) 	 ', it 

Iev) 	'E 	n(LE) 	•.  

10.11.2.2 .1664 5 300 - 

.207 	- 8 	- - 	38,6 - 1 - 	4,8 	- - 	-_ 

35 6.4  

- 0278  23 82.7 3. 3 ,6 
'-50.6 - 	

3Q9. 36 	- u6.s - 3.2' 

.52.7 .337 	- 53 	. 257.2 '4 3.1.9 

.363 " 402.2 5 13.8 	- 

.56.9 0387 193 498.7 7 3.801 

-59.0 .394 208 527.9 10 25.'4 
- 	-61.2 	- ,43.2 - 584.9 . 	3.3 314 

.63.3 .432 225 520.0 10 23.1 
580.0 12 2697 

.468 235 502.3. - 	3.2, 
- 	

- 	69.6 .4511. - 24O 528.6 	- 1+ 808 

--71.7 .11.3.0 - 	23.2 517.0 	, 12 	- 29.3 
.73.8 .370 190 513.5 3.0 27,0 

.75.9 .331 157 '47'4,3 6 3.84 

.78.0 .295 158 5354 7 23.7 

.260 119 4157.6 3 44 

- 	-82.2 .227 52 '4 .3.7.6 

2777 735a 	' 3.22 	- 3211. 

N4(out 	- 
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T1e B. Data (Panosky ratià I spectrum) Continued 

B 	11,013 gauss 
Converter C.3 Converter Out 

) 

A B) B) n( 4 B) 

87.588.1 .2214 3 
80.1-92.3 .2114 32 131.1 

.96.5 .278 114 138.3 
-1004 .309 53 i6.o 1 32 
-104.8 .337 146 3.36.5  
-109.0 .363 71 195.6 

-113412 . 	 -387 96 2148.1 

-117.14 .3914 135 3142.6 1. 215 
.119.5 .14(17 104 

-121.6 .1417 3.20 287.7 3. 2.14 
-123.7 .1427 3.814 1430.9 2 497 
-125.8 A37 371 81+6.9 

-126,0 ,41414 376 81+6.8 3 6,8 

-127.9 .1148 533 1189,7 3.0 2243 
-128.9 .1453 519 11145,6 17 37.5 
430.0 .1457 . 	 256 56o.1 1.5 32.8 

-131,0 1462 143 93.1 
431 , 5 14 

- 

8.6 

2988 
- .-.. 

707,5 
.- 
58 

.1 •. 

904 

Rd ( tn) Nd(out) 
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Table 9. Data (Panof Wq ratio II 8pect1) 

Converter 02 	Converter out 
/ 	 n (E) 

L\E(Mev) 	W 	n(E) 	 n4(LE) 	
6(EJ 

51.52.1 .0153 2 130.7 1 65.4 
52.152.9 .0299 7 234.1 

13 29e.1 
• 1626.6 3 40.0 

• .1213 270 2225.9 3 24.7 
•62.7 .1691 3514 2127.4. 9 514.1 
-65.9 .2070 1455 2198.1 U. 534 
-69.0 .244 1486 1991.8 114 57.4  
-72.1 .278 562 2021.6 18 614.7 
.75,3 4307 582 1895.8 22 71.7 
.78.1+ 4-332 583 • 	 1756.0 25 •. 	.75.3 

.352 :277 • 	 .786.9 9 	. • 	 25.6 
.814 .3614 181 1497.3 U 30.2 

, 377 514 11+3 6 2 1+ 10.6 

• •.• 

. 

17929.5 	• 

la•• 
30. 

.• 
572 • 3 

N(tn) 	•, - 

Il .  

L 
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Table 9 , 	Data (pinotøkr ratio It øpectnu) Continue4 

ConverterC-2 Coitverter Out 

LXE(Mev) nd(4E) ud(4AE) 
(4E) 

90,5.914 .1 .1427 314  

.97.2 0447 27 60.14 
.100.3 .1461 214 52,1 2 14 1 3 

, 103-5 .4146 52, .71.7 
.106.6 .1403 44 109.2 2 

.362 141 113.3 3 84 

412.9 .3214  

.286 48 166.7  

-119.2 .253 36  

-322.3. .221 58 262.14. 

425.6 .2.902 3.70 8934 14 21.0 

.2.26,6 4707 139 82.14.2 

3.27.4 .1636 165 100815 5 3.803 

423.2 .35614 200 1276.7 7 1414.8 

429.0 41493 331 10 67.0. 

429.7 .3.14214 35 2145,6 14 28.1. 

430.5 1135' 1 

2.2142 6385.1 39 209.7 
IL- 

Nd(in) 
.•.  

. 
N1(out) 
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Table 10. Data (Deuterium ratio S speetr) 

in Target 	 1) in Target 

n(LE) 0.0268 0.0268 n 2 E) 

LE(Mev) '(E) 'd2 
n(E) .'(E) .XnW) 	 - 

88-92 .278 . 	 33 118.7 	. 26 93.5 1 3.6 

92-96 0309 l.0 129.4 39 126.2 1 3.2 

96-100 .337 15 133.5 52 i51 .3 1. 3,0 

.363 56 154.3 59 162.5 2 5.5 
104108 .387 80 206.7 85 219.6 2 5.2 
108-112 ,39! 98 218,7 12 322.3 3 7.6 
112-116 .412 115 351.9 180 43669 4 9.7 
116-118 .427 97 22742 152 356.0 3 7.0 

118-120 .437 117 267,7 153 350.1 3 6.9 
1204.22 .1446 . 3386 239 535,9 if 	. 9,Q• 

,455 228 501.1 269 591.2 6 13.2 
1214-126 ,464 580 1250.0 320 6€39, 15 32,3 

126128 . .472 1154 244,9' 363 769,1 31 65.7 
1284.30 .58 . 1135.5 239 514.0 '1k  
130-132 ,443 15 33.9 

....... 
36 81.3 

3367 754.3. . 2339 5402.5 	. 

H 
90 

'• 
202.0 

lU' .'. 

Meaa. 
.' 

•. 	 ', 0.0268 Nw  

N 	1.023(Njea3 - 0.0266 

5320 
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Tb1e U.. Courrer jn.'converter out ratios 

- 

Ma.notto Reaction . . . 
	Converter 1n*out Batios 

Fie34 (auaa) 	involved Cony. Ca].culated Measured 

5538 .r+p'?+n 8.86 8,70+0.80 

8235 p n C'2 3.6,97 1333 ± 	70 

8235 31 ç2 3.6.97 15.92 

11013 	.itT+n. • 	C3 26.72 22,66+3,2 
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Table 12. MeaEnzrement of 4eld ye inignetio f leld 

r 

Rewtioa Manette 
involved. i.eU Cony. 

77+ 8235 C .2 63.3,0O ' 

Rstto 	0.999 ±0.0113 
irP $538 C4 6l',].0OJ 

11_+ 	+ :835 c2 193.0400 	
tióO.8 +O.otii. 

17-  +p #?j' 	a 3.3.013 C3 202,000) 
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ab1c 13. Pnofr ratio deterivation 

Mcaiurennt I Meaournient II 
u&tity Va].u.e :Va.tue 

N 
0.9766 + 0.03U 2.611 + 06112 - 

M 0.935 	4; 0.003 140 

3.720 	+ 0.038 1.347 + 0.03.2 

(TB) 0,996 2.0 

0.947+ 0 .008  3..026+0.013 

C 0037 0.939 

C2  0.999 O. 

099 !4 0.994 C3 

ratio P 3.,90 + 0.050 2.543 + 0.063 

& 
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• 	
. T1e 14. 	Deri 

Parameter value  

N; 1.417+ 0.039 

2.3+0.02.. 
204 + 0.15 

• 	 •(T) •.. 

2(T) 	 ,• 	. • •. 	
0.99 

0.010  

3.6 	O.].O 	• $ 	 . 

.1 
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